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Wireless Multimedia Communications and 
Networking Based on JPEG 2000 

Max AGUEH 
ECE Paris  

France 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, more and more multimedia applications integrate wireless transmission 

functionalities. Wireless networks are suitable for those types of applications, due to their 

ease of deployment and because they yield tremendous advantages in terms of mobility of 

User Equipment (UE). However, wireless networks are subject to a high level of 

transmission errors because they rely on radio waves whose characteristics are highly 

dependent of the transmission environment. 

 In wireless video transmission applications like the one considered in this chapter and 
presented in Figure 1, effective data protection is a crucial issue. 
JPEG 2000, the newest image representation standard, addresses this issue firstly by 

including predefined error resilient tools in his core encoding system (part 1)  and going 

straightforward by defining in its 11th part called wireless JPEG 2000 ( JPWL) a set of error 

resilient techniques to improve the transmission of JPEG 2000 codestreams over error-prone 

wireless channel.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Wireless video streaming system 

JPEG 2000  

JPEG 2000 is the newest image compression standard completing the existing JPEG standard 

(Taubman & Marcellin, 2001). 

The interest for JPEG 2000 is growing since the Digital Cinema Initiatives (DCI) has selected 

JPEG 2000 for future distribution of motion pictures.  
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Its main characteristics are: lossy or lossless compression modes; resolution, quality and 
spatial scalability; transmission and progressive image reconstruction; error resilience for 
low bit rate mobile applications; Region Of Interest (ROI) functionality, etc. 
Part 1 of the standard defines different tools allowing the decoder to detect errors in the 
transmitted codestream, to select the erroneous part of the code and to synchronise the 
decoder in order to avoid decoder crash. Even if those tools give a certain level of protection 
from transmission errors, they become ineffective when the transmission channel 
experiment high bit error rate. Wireless JPEG 2000 (JPEG 2000 11th part) addressed this issue 
by defining techniques to make JPEG 2000 codestream more resilient to transmissions errors 
in wireless systems.  

Wireless JPEG 2000 (JPWL)  

Wireless JPEG (JPWL) specifies error resilience tools such as Forward Error correction 
(FEC), interleaving, unequal error protection. 
In this chapter we present a wireless JPEG 2000 video streaming system based on the 
recommendations of JPWL final draft (JPWL, 2005). 
In (Dufaux & Nicholson, 2004), the description of the JPWL system is presented and the 
performance of its Error Protection Block (EPB) is evaluated. A fully JPEG 2000 Part 1 
compliant backward compatible error protection scheme is proposed in (Nicholson et al, 
2003). A memoryless Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) is used for simulations both in 
(Nicholson et al, 2003) and (Dufaux & Nicholson, 2004). However, as packets errors mainly 
occur in bursts, the channel model considered in those works is not realistic. Moreover JPEG 
2000 codestreams interleaving is not considered in (Nicholson et al, 2003).  
In this chapter we address the problem of robust and efficient JPEG 2000 images and video 
transmission over wireless networks. The chapter is organized as follows: In section 2, we 
present a state of art of wireless JPEG 2000 multimedia communication systems along with 
the challenges to overcome in terms of codestreams protection against transmission errors. 
In section 3, we provide an overview of channel coding techniques for efficient JPEG 2000 
based multimedia networking. Finally section 4, provides discussions and prospective 
issues for future distribution of motion JPEG 2000 images and video over wireless networks. 

2. Wireless JPEG 2000 multimedia communication system and its challenges 

In high error rate environments such as wireless channels, data protection is mandatory for 
efficient transmission of images and video. In this context, Wireless JPEG 2000 (JPWL) the 
11th part of JPEG 2000 (JPWL, 2005) different techniques such as data interleaving, Forward 
Error Correction (FEC) with Reed-Solomon (RS) codes etc. in order to enhance the 
protection of JPEG 2000 codestreams against transmission errors.    
In wireless multimedia system such as the one considered in this chapter (see Figure 1), a 
straightforward FEC methodology is applying FEC uniformly over the entire stream (Equal 
Error Correction - EEP). However, for hierarchical codes such as JPEG 2000, Unequal Error 
Protection (UEP) which assigns different FEC to different portion of codestream has been 
considered as a suitable protection scheme.  
Since wireless channels' characteristics depend on the transmission environment, the packet 

loss rate in the system also changes dynamically. Thus a priori FEC rate allocation schemes 

such as the one proposed in (Agueh et al, 2007, a) are less efficient. Two families of data 

protection schemes address this issue by taking the wireless channel characteristics into 
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account in order to dynamically assign the FEC rate for JPEG 2000 based images/video. The 

first family is based on a dynamic layer-oriented unequal error protection methodology 

whereas the second relies on a dynamic packet-oriented unequal error protection 

methodology. Hence, in the first case, powerful RS codes are assigned to most important 

layers and less robust codes are used for the protection of less important layers. It is worth 

noting that in this case, all the JPEG 2000 packets belonging to the same layer are protected 

with the same selected RS code. Examples of layer-oriented FEC rate allocation schemes are 

available in (Guo et al, 2006) and (Agueh et al, 2007, b). On the other side, in packet-oriented 

FEC rate allocation schemes such as the one presented in (Agueh et al, 2008), RS codes are 

assigned by decreasing order of packets importance. In (Agueh et al, 2008), we demonstrate 

that the proposed optimal packet-oriented FEC rate allocation is more efficient than the 

layer-oriented FEC rate allocation scheme presented in (Guo et al, 2006) and (Agueh et al, 

2007, b). However, layer-based FEC rate allocation schemes have low complexity while 

packet-oriented FEC allocation methodologies are complex especially when the number of 

packets in the codestream is high. In this case, packet oriented FEC schemes are unpractical 

for highly time-constrained images/video streaming applications. In this case switching to a 

layer oriented FEC rate allocation scheme is more interesting. The smart FEC rate allocation 

scheme proposed in (Agueh et al, 2009, a) address this issue by allowing switching from a 

packet oriented FEC scheme to a layer oriented scheme such as the ones proposed in (Agueh 

et al, 2009, b).  

In section 2.1 we present the packet oriented system proposed in (Agueh et al, 2008) to 

address the issue of robust JPEG 2000 images and video transmission over wireless network. 

Then in section 2.2 the layer-oriented scheme proposed in (Agueh et al, 2009, b) is described. 

Finally, in section 2.3 we present the system proposed in (Agueh et al, 2009, a) to unify 

packet and layer based scheme. 

2.1 Optimal Packet-oriented FEC rate allocation scheme for robust Wireless JPEG 
2000 based multimedia transmission 

The functionalities of the proposed JPWL packet-oriented system are presented in Figure 2 
The aim of this system is to efficiently transmit a Motion JPEG 2000 (MJ2) video sequence 
through MANET channel traces. 
The system is described as follows: 

The input of the JPWL codec is a Motion JPEG 2000 (MJ2) file. The JPEG 2000 codestreams 
included in the MJ2 file are extracted and indexed.  
These indexed codestreams are transmitted to the JPWL encoder (JPWL, 2005) presents a 
more accurate description of the used JPWL encoder) which applies FEC at the specified rate 
and adds the JPWL markers in order to make the codestream compliant to Wireless JPEG 
2000 standard. At this stage, frames are still JPEG 2000 part 1 compliant, which means that 
any JPEG 2000 decoder is able to decode them.  
To increase JPWL frames robustness, an interleaving mechanism is processed before each 
frame transmission through the error-prone channel. This is a recommended mechanism for 
transmission over wireless channel where errors occur in burst (contiguous long sequence of 
errors). Thanks to interleaving the correlation between error sequences is reduced. 
The interleaving step is followed by RTP packetization. In this process, JPEG 2000 

codestream data and other types of data are integrated into RTP packets as described in 

(Schulzrinne et al, 2003).  
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Fig. 2. JPWL based system functionalities    

RTP packets are then transmitted through the wireless channel which is modelled in this 

work by a Gilbert channel model. At the decoder side, after depacketization, the JPWL 

decoder corrects and decodes the received JPWL codestreams and rebuilds the JPEG 2000 

frames. At this stage, parameters such as Packet Error Rate ( PER ) are extracted, increasing 

the knowledge of the channel state. The decoder sends extracted parameters back to the 

JPWL encoder via the Up link. The last process of the transmission chain is the comparison 

between the transmitted and the decoded image/video. Figure 3 presents JPEG 2000 

codestreams transmission through the JPWL packet-oriented FEC system 
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Fig. 3. JPEG 2000 codestreams transmission through the JPWL packet-oriented FEC system 
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2.2 Optimal Layer-oriented FEC rate allocation scheme for robust Wireless JPEG 2000 
based multimedia transmission 

Unlike the system described in (Agueh et al, 2008), where the FEC rate allocation scheme is 

packet oriented, in the current system we consider a layer oriented FEC rate allocation 

scheme. In other words the difference between both systems is the FEC rate allocation 

module. Actually, in the packet oriented scheme the redundancy is added by taking the 

packets importance into account (see Figure 3) while in the layer oriented scheme we rely on 

layers importance to allocate the adequate RS codes (see Figure 4).  

 

 
 
Fig. 4. A JPEG 2000 codestreams transmission through the JPWL layer-oriented FEC system   

2.3 Smart combined Packet/layer based FEC rate allocation scheme for robust 
Wireless JPEG 2000 based multimedia transmission 

The functionalities of the proposed smart JPWL based system are presented in Figure 5. 
In this system, indexed JPEG 2000 codestreams are transmitted to the smart FEC rate 

allocation module. If the number of data packets available in the codestreams is low 

(typically under the defined smart threshold), the smart module uses the optimal packet-

oriented FEC rate allocation methodology presented in (Agueh et al, 2008) whereas it 

switches to the dynamic layer-oriented FEC rate allocation methodology presented in 

(Agueh et al, 2009, b)  when the number of data packets is high. Ones the protection rate 

determined, the codestreams are transmitted to the JPWL encoder which applies FEC at the 

specified rate and adds the JPWL markers in order to make the codestream compliant to 

Wireless JPEG 2000 standard. Hence, Figures 3 and 4 correspond to the JPWL protection 

where redundant data are added to original codestreams. If the JPEG 2000 Frame which is 

being processed is constituted by less than a defined threshold (smart_thresh) , then the 

smart FEC rate allocation scheme emulates a scenario similar to the one presented in Figure 

3 (packet-oriented FEC rate allocation). Otherwise, it emulates the scenario of Figure 4 

(dynamic layer-oriented FEC rate allocation). Protected data are then interleaved and the 

interleaved codestreams go through the other processes described in section 2.1. 
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Fig. 5. JPEG 2000 transmission over the smart JPWL system 

The interest of the smart FEC rate allocation scheme is to allow switching from the scenario 
presented in Figure 3 to the scenario described in Figure 4, reducing by this way the 
complexity of the FEC rate allocation process. Hence, in case of highly layered 
images/video streaming, the time needed to select the suited FEC rate is significantly 
reduced. In the following section we formalised the problem of FEC rate allocation, then we 
present the packet-oriented and layer-oriented algorithm considered in this book.  
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3. Channel coding techniques for robust wireless JPEG 2000 networking 

3.1 Optimal packet-oriented FEC rate allocation for robust JPEG 2000 image and 
video transmission over wireless networks 

Making an analogy between the FEC rate allocation problem and the Multiple-Choice 
Knapsack Problem (MCKP) leads to the conclusion that both problems are NP-hard. Hence, 
most of the algorithms proposed in the literature such as the one presented in (Thomos et al, 
2004), lead to exhaustive search among different FEC rate solutions, exponentially 
increasing their complexity. These algorithms are thus interesting for an offline video 
streaming but are unpractical for real-time applications. 
To overcome this limitation, Z. Guo et al proposed in (Guo et al, 2006) a slightly complex 
layered unequal error protection scheme for robust Motion JPEG 2000 streaming over 
wireless network. However, this algorithm is not JPWL compliant and was designed based 
on the assumption that the channel is a memoryless Binary Symmetric Channel 
(uncorrelated error occurrence) which is not realistic because wireless channels have 
correlated errors sequence. Hence, we have proposed in (Agueh et al, 2007,b) a dynamic 
layered based unequal error protection FEC rate allocation methodology for efficient JPEG 
2000 streaming over MANET. The proposed scheme improved the performance by about 
10% compared to a priori selection of channel coding (Agueh et al, 2007,a). However the 
main drawback of both methodologies is that the FEC rate allocation is suboptimal. In fact, 
in both schemes the protection strategy is layer based which implies that a selected FEC rate 
is applied to all the substreams belonging to the same layer. This limits the effectiveness of 
those protection strategies especially for fast varying channels where the selected FEC rate 
may need to be updated from one substream to another.  
In (Agueh et al, 2008) we propose a slightly complex, packet based optimal FEC rate 
allocation algorithm for robust Motion JPEG 2000 video streaming over wireless channel. 

3.1.a Problem formalization 

The goal is to optimally protect JPEG 2000 images/video for robust streaming over wireless 
channel.  

Considering that JPEG 2000 codestreams are constituted by a set of S substreams, the 

optimal FEC allocation problem can be resumed by answering the question: How to 
optimally protect each substream so as to minimize the transmitted image distortion under 
a rate constraint determined by the available bandwidth in the system?  

Since the JPEG 2000 standard specifies that packets are byte aligned, it is especially 

interesting to work with Galois Field 8(2 )GF to provide error correction capabilities. In this 

context, JPWL final draft (JPWL, 2005) recommends the use of Reed-Solomon (RS) codes as 

FEC codes and fixes a set of RS default codes for substream protection before transmission 

over wireless channels.  

Let γ  be a substream protection level selected in the range max0 γ γ≤ ≤ , each protection 

level corresponds to a specific RS code selected between JPWL default RS codes 

( 0γ = means that the substream is not transmitted, 1γ = means transmission with 

protection level 1, higher values imply increasing channel code capacity with γ ).  

Let avB  the byte budget constraint corresponding to the available bandwidth in the system. 

Let il  the length in bytes of the thi packet of the S substreams and ( , )RS n k the Reed-

Solomon code used for its protection, the corresponding protection level is γ   and the FEC 
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coding rate is k
nR = .We define 1

i

n
R k

fec = =   as the invert of the channel coding rate,  

so *il fec  represents, in byte, the increase of the ith packet length when protected at level γ . 

The correct decoding of packet i at the receiver yields a reduction of the distortion on the 

transmitted image. Let 0
iRD   be respectively the reduction of distortion associated to 

decoding of packet i  and ,iRD γ  the reduction of distortion achieved when packet i is 

protected at level γ . The reduction of distortion metric associated to the correct decoding of 

the packets of a JPEG 2000 codestream is extracted from a codestream index file. The 

codestream index file is generated by the OpenJPEG library (http://www.openjpeg.org) 

and defines the gain in quality and the range of bytes corresponding to each packet. The 

reduction of distortion metric is presented in (Agueh et al, 2008). 

 We define the gain as the ratio between the image quality improvement ,iRD γ  and the 

associated cost in terms of bandwidth consumption il fec× . 

Thus, the FEC allocation problem becomes: How to optimally select substream i  protection 

level γ so as to maximize the associated reduction of distortion ,iRD γ  under a budget 

constraint avB . This problem is formalised by: 

                                                      Maximize 
,

1

S
i

i ii

RD

l fec

γ

= ⋅∑  (1) 

                                                      Subject to 
1

S

i i av
i

l fec B
=

⋅ ≤∑  (2) 

3.1.b Optimization 

Since the optimization problem can be solved by finding the optimal protection for each 

substream of JPEG 2000 codestreams under a budget constraint, we define ,iG γ  as the gain 

in quality of the transmitted image obtained at the receiver side when packet i is decoded. 

Let ,1iRD  and ,iRD γ be the reduction of distortion obtained when packet i is transmitted 

respectively with protection level 1 and with protection level γ , we have: 

 ,1
,1 (1 )i i

i pack packRD P RD= − ⋅  and ,
, (1 )i i

i packpackRD P RDγ
γ = − ⋅  (3) 

Where 1,
packP γ and ,i

packP γ  are the decoding error probabilities obtained when packet i  is 

protected respectively to level 1 and to level γ . The resulting gain is:  

  

,1
,1

,1

(1 )i i
pack packi

i
i i

P RDRD
G

l l

− ⋅
= =   (4)  

 

Similarly, any transmission between two consecutive protection levels ( γ and 1γ + ) yields 

an improvement in terms of reduction of distortion but has a budget cost equal 

to 1( ) ifec fec lγ γ+ − × , hence we have: 

 
, , 1

,
1( )

i i
i

i

RD RD
G

fec fec l

γ γ
γ

γ γ

−

−

−
=

− ⋅
 (5) 
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, 1 ,

,
1

( )

( )

i i i
packpack pack

i
i

P P RD
G

fec fec l

γ γ

γ
γ γ

−

−

− ⋅
=

− ⋅
 (6)     

Protection levels incremental gains 1,1G  to ,SG γ  are derived for each packet and stored in 

S different vectors. After merging and reorganizing those vectors, the optimal protection 

level is derived from the maximum related gain value selected when meeting the rate 

constraint (Bandwidth available B_av). A detailed description of the processes is available in 

(Agueh et al, 2008). 

3.1.c Synopsis of the FEC rate allocation scheme and algorithm 
Synopsis of the optimal FEC rate allocation algorithm: 
Algorithm: 
For each JPEG 2000 image 

- Model the channel with a Gilbert model and for each possible protection level γ , 

evaluate the probability of incorrect word decoding ,i
packP γ  

- For 1i = to i S=  (Number of JPEG 2000 packets) 

 For 1γ =  to maxγ γ=  

  Estimate ,
, (1 )i i

i packpackRD P RDγ
γ = − ⋅   

 
, , 1

,
1( )

i i
i

i

RD RD
G

fec fec l

γ γ
γ

γ γ

−

−

−
=

− ⋅
 

                ,( )[ ] iV i G γγ =  

                End For 

- Merging ( )V i vectors protection levels if necessary to ensure that ( )V i vectors 

are constituted of strictly decreasing gains values 

- Collecting _V all  
End For 

- Ordering _V all  on decreasing order of importance values ( _ _V all ordered ) 
- Selecting each gain value, corresponding to a specific protection level, up to meeting the 

rate constraint 
- Optimally protect JPEG 2000 packets with the corresponding Reed-Solomon codes  
End For 

3.2 Optimal Layer-oriented FEC rate allocation for robust JPEG 2000 image and video 
transmission over wireless networks 
3.2.a Problem formalization 

Considering that JPEG 2000 codestreams are constituted by a set of L layers, the optimal 
FEC allocation problem can be resumed by answering the question: How to optimally 
protect each layer in order to minimize the transmitted image distortion under a rate 
constraint determined by the available bandwidth in the system?  

Let layi the length in bytes of the ith layer of the L layers and RS(n,k)the Reed-Solomon code 

used for its protection, the corresponding protection level is γ and the FEC coding rate is 

.k
nR =  

We define 1 n
R k

fec = =   as the inverse of the channel coding rate, so ( )ilay fec×  represents, in 

bytes, the increase of the thi layer length when protected at a level γ . Unlike packet oriented 
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FEC scheme, where the 16 default RS codes are considered in the FEC rate allocation 

process, in this work we restrict the considered RS codes to those with 2fec ≤ . In other 

words we only consider the first 10 default codes. This assumption make sense in layer 

oriented FEC rate allocation scheme because adding redundant data which in ratio is more 

than twice superior to the original layers may overload the networks and drastically 

increase the losses instead of reducing it.  

Let γ  be a layer protection level selected in the range max0 layγ γ≤ ≤ , each protection level 

corresponds to a specific RS code selected between the 10 JPWL default RS codes 

( 0γ = means that the layer is not transmitted, 1γ = means transmission with protection 

level 1, higher values imply increasing channel code capacity with γ  and  max 10layγ = ).  

Let iβ  be the number of data packet constituting the thi  quality layer of a JPEG 2000 

codestream, 0

ilayRD and 
ilayRDγ  be respectively the reduction of distortion associated to the 

correct decoding of layer i and the reduction of distortion associated to the correct decoding 

of layer i protected to level γ .  

We rely on this codestream index file to derive 0

ilayRD  and we associated the decoding error 

probability estimation process presented in (Yee et Weldon, 1995) in order to derive
ilayRDγ .  

Hence, the layer oriented FEC rate allocation problem is formalised by: 

 Maximize  
,

( )
i

L
lay

i ii

RD

lay fec

γ

×∑   (7) 

 Subject to ( )
L

i i av
i

lay fec B× ≤∑  (8) 

3.2.b Optimization 

We define 
ilayGγ as the gain in quality of the transmitted image obtained at the receiver side 

when layer i  is decoded. 

We derive 1

ilayRD and  
ilayRDγ  the reduction of distortion obtained when layer i is 

transmitted respectively with protection level 1 and with protection level γ , we have: 

1 ,1 0(1 )
i ii

i
lay laylayRD P RD= − ×  

 , 0(1 )
ii i

i
laylay layRD P RDγ γ= − ×  (9) 

Where 1

ilayP and 
ilayPγ  are the decoding error probabilities obtained when layer i  is 

protected respectively to level 1 and to level γ . 
The resulting gain is: 

          

1 0
,11

(1 )
i i i

i

lay lay lay
lay

i i

RD P RD
G

lay lay

− ×
= =  (10) 

Similarly, any transmission between two consecutive protection levels ( 1γ − and γ ) yields 

an improvement in terms of reduction of distortion but has a budget cost equal 

to 1( ) ifec fec layγ γ −− × , hence we have: 
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1

1

1( )
i i

i

lay lay
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i

RD RD
G

fec fec lay

γ γ

γ γ

−

−

−
==

−
 

 

1 0

1

( )

( )
ii i

i

laylay lay

lay
i

P P RD
G

fec fec lay

γ γ
γ

γ γ

−

−

−
==

− ×
 (11)  

Applying the optimization process proposed in (Agueh et al, 2008), we derive the 
corresponding FEC rate for each layer. Since the Unequal Error protection is applied at layer 
level, the FEC rate is selected by decreasing order of layer importance. It is worth noting that 
all the packets belonging to the same layer are protected at the same FEC rate. 

3.2.c Contribution of the optimal layer oriented FEC rate allocation scheme 

Even if the gain metrics presented in the previous section seem close to the ones used in 
(Agueh et al, 2008), they hold a fundamental difference because they rely on the 
contribution of each layer to the reduction of distortion instead of just taking into account 
the contribution of a specific packet. Actually, during the source coding process the 
incremental contribution from the set of image codeblocks  are collected in quality layers. 
Due to the fact that the rate-distortion compromises derived during JPEG 2000 truncation 

process are the same for all the codeblocks, for any quality layer index i  the contributions of 

quality layer 1 through quality layer i  constitute a rate-distortion optimal representation of 

the entire image. Hence, at layer level the reduction of distortion values are strictly 
decreasing. In contrast, the selection of a specific JPEG 2000 packet does not guarantee that 
the contributions of packet 1 to the selected index packet are monolithically decreasing. In 
this case, as confirmed by Descampe et al in (Descampe et al, 2006), some additional 
restrictions have to be added to the considered convex-hull in order to ensure rate-distortion 
and cost-distortion optimality. This justifies the necessity to have a merging step in the 
packet oriented FEC scheme (Agueh et al, 2008). Actually, it ensures that the convex-hull is 
always convex.  In the layer oriented FEC this step is skipped because the reduction of 
distortion curve is already monolithically decreasing, significantly reducing the complexity 
and thus the time-consumption of the FEC rate allocation algorithm. Moreover, in the 
optimal layer oriented FEC scheme we only consider the first 10 RS codes instead of 
considering all the 16 default RS codes defined by JPWL standard as it is the case in (Agueh 
et al, 2008). This also considerably reduces the FEC scheme time consumption as its leads to 
less gains values computation which makes the proposed optimal layer FEC rate allocation 
scheme a good candidate for real time images/video streaming applications. 
In addition, the number of layers available in the codestreams is another criterion which 
contributes to the reduction of the time consumption of our proposed FEC scheme. Actually, 
a JPEG 2000 image extracted from a Motion JPEG 2000 video sequence is defined by 

( L , R , C ) where L  is the number of quality layers of the considered image, R is its 

resolution level corresponding to the decomposition levels of the Discrete Wavelet 

Transform and C  is the number of components. Assuming that the considered JPEG 2000 

image is not spatially divided and thus is described by a unique tile, the number of data 

packets available in the considered JPEG 2000 codestreams is given by S L R C= × × . In this 

context, the complexity of packet oriented FEC schemes is based on the S data packets while 

the complexity of the optimal layer based FEC is based on the L layers available in the 
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codestreams. In scalable JPEG 2000 images, since the number of layers is significantly lower 
in comparison to the number of data packets, the time consumption of our proposed layer 
oriented FEC scheme is significantly low in comparison to packet oriented scheme. 

3.2.d Algorithm 

For each JPEG 2000 image 
- Model the channel with a Gilbert model and for each possible protection level 

γ ( 0 10γ≤ ≤ ), evaluate the probability of incorrect word decoding 
ilayPγ  

- For 1i =  to i L=  (Number of JPEG 2000 layers) 

 For 1γ =  to 10γ =  

                                Estimate , 0(1 )
ii i

i
laylay layRD P RDγ γ= − ×  

 

1

1

1( )
i i

i

lay lay
lay

i

RD RD
G

fec fec lay

γ γ

γ γ

−

−

−
==

−
 

               End For 
End For 
- Ordering gain values in decreasing order of importance  
- Selecting each gain value, corresponding to a specific protection level, up to meeting the 

rate constraint 
- Optimally protect JPEG 2000 layers with the corresponding RS codes  
End For   

3.2.e Performance of layer based FEC scheme in terms of time consumption 

In Figure 6 the run time of the proposed layer based FEC rate allocation scheme is plotted 
versus the number of data packets available in the JPEG 2000 codestreams. This curve is 
compared to the one achieved using the optimal packet oriented FEC rate allocation scheme 
(Agueh et al, 2008). These results are achieved using an Intel core Duo CPU 2.9 Ghz 
Workstation. 
As packet-oriented and layer oriented schemes are linked by the number of layers available 
in each image, we vary this parameter in order to derive some comparable results.  In the 
considered scenario, the number of available resolution and component of JPEG 2000 frames 
are fixed (resolution = 10 and component = 1) because these parameters do not impact the 
time-performance of layer oriented FEC rate allocation schemes.  In Figure 6 each packet (i) 
corresponds to a specific JPEG 2000 frame (with a specific quality layer). 

 In this scenario, the available bandwidth in the system is set to 18 Mbits/s 

( 18 /avB Mbits s=  ). It is worth noting that in practice few existing JPEG 2000 codecs allow 

high quality scalability and to our knowledge, none of them can handle more than 50 

quality layers. Hence, the considered scenario allows generalization to future high quality 

layer scalable FEC rate allocation systems. 
In Figure 6 we notice that both layer and packet oriented scheme have a run time linearly 
increasing with the number of packets available in the codestreams. However, the optimal 
layer based FEC scheme is significantly less time consuming than the packet based FEC 
scheme. For codestreams containing less than 1000 packets (quality layers ≤ 10) the packet 
oriented FEC scheme is 3 times more time consuming than our optimal layer based FEC 
scheme. For JPEG 2000 codestreams, whose number of packets is between 1000 and 5000 
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(quality layers between 10 and 50) the packet oriented scheme is up to 5 times the run time 
of the layer based FEC scheme. Since existing JPEG 2000 codecs handle less than 50 quality 
layers, our proposed optimal layer based scheme is a good candidate for real-time JPEG 
2000 codestreams over wireless channel as its yields low time consumption.  
The proposed optimal layer based scheme, due to its low time consumption, could be 
viewed as a good candidate for future high quality layer scalable wireless JPEG 2000 based 
images and video streaming applications. 

 

Fig. 6. Time versus packets: Fixed image resolution (R=10) –Varying quality layers (0 to 100) 
– One component (C =1) 

Although the layer based scheme achieves good performances in terms of time consumption 
in comparison to packet oriented FEC rate allocation schemes, the last ones present better 
performance in terms of visualization quality especially for highly noisy channels. In the 
following section we demonstrate the effectiveness of the optimal layer based FEC scheme 
thanks to a client/server application of Motion JPEG 2000 video streaming over real ad-hoc 
network traces. 

3.2.f Packet-oriented and Layer-oriented FEC rate allocation for Motion  JPEG 2000 
video streaming  over real ad-hoc network traces  

In this section we present the results achieved while streaming Motion JPEG 2000 based 
video over real ad-hoc network channel traces (Loss patterns acquired during the WCAM 
Annecy 2004 measurement campaigns IST-2003-507204 WCAM, Wireless Cameras and 
Audio-Visual Seamless Networking, 2004) and we demonstrate that the proposed optimal 
layer based scheme outperforms existing layer oriented FEC schemes even if for highly 
noisy channel it is less efficient than packet oriented FEC scheme. The comparison is 
handled both in terms of Structural Similarity (SSIM) (Wang et al, 2004) and in terms of 
successful decoding rate. We derive the Mean SSIM metric of the Motion JPEG 2000 video 
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sequence by averaging the SSIM metrics of the JPEG 2000 images contained on the 
considered video sequence. It is worth noting that each SSIM measure derived is associated 
to a successful decoding rate metric which corresponds to decoder crash avoidance on the 
basis of 1000 transmission trials.  

The considered wireless channel traces are available in (Loss Patterns, 2004)  and the video 
sequence used is speedway.mj2 (Speedway, 2005) containing 200 JPEG 2000 frames generated 
with an overall compression ratio of 20 for the base layer, 10 for the second layer and 5 for 
the third layer. Figure 7 presents the successful decoding rate of the motion JPEG 2000 video 
sequence speedway.mj2 (Speedway, 2005) transmission over real ad-hoc network channel 
traces (Loss Patterns, 2004). We observe that for highly noisy channels ( / 15C N dB≤ ), the 
proposed optimal layer outperforms other layer based FEC schemes but is less efficient than 
the packet oriented scheme. For noisy channel ( 15 / 18dB C N dB≤ < ), we notice that all 
layer based UEP schemes exhibit similar performances in terms of successful decoding rate.  

For low noisy channel ( / 18C N dB≥ ) all the FEC schemes yield the same improvement in 

terms of successful decoding rate.  

 

Fig. 7. Successful decoding rate versus Carrier to Noise Ratio  

In Figure 8 we show that our proposed optimal layer based FEC rate allocation scheme still 
outperforms other layer based schemes in terms of Mean SSIM. This is due to the fact that 
the base layer which is the most important part of the codestreams is highly protected in our 
proposed scheme, in comparison to other layer based schemes, guaranteeing this way a 
good quality for the visualization. 
It is worth noting that, for highly noisy channels, our optimal layer oriented FEC scheme is less 
efficient than optimal packet oriented FEC scheme presented in (Agueh et al, 2008). However 
the last one is unpractical for real time streaming applications when the number of packets in 
the codestreams is high. In contrast our proposed layer oriented efficiently overcomes this 
limitation. In this context, instead of being used to replace packet oriented FEC rate allocation 
schemes, our proposed optimal layer based FEC scheme should be used to complete it.  
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Fig. 8. Mean Structural Similarity versus Carrier to Noise Ratio  

4. Discussion and prospective issues 

4.1 On JPEG 2000 codestreams interleaving 

In this section, we discuss and evaluate the impact of data interleaving in the effectiveness 

of the FEC rate allocation scheme. Thanks to the interleaving matrix presented in Figure 9, 

protected JPEG 2000 data are decorrelated before being sent through the wireless channel. 

Hence, the impact of consecutive channel errors sequences on the transmitted codestreams 

is reduced. In Figure 9 the protected JPEG 2000 codestream is divided into Px  packets of 

length N . Then, the interleaving process consists in storing M consecutive packets into a 

M N×  matrix and to read the columns of this matrix so that two initially consecutive 

symbols are separated by a distance of I M= (symbols). We refer to I as the interleaving 

degree. The considered channel is a real mobile ad-hoc network channel experiencing 
23.88 10PER −= ×  and the interleaving degrees are 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. Table 1 shows 

the PSNR evolution as function of interleaving degree I . The considered image is 

speedway_0.j2k protected with the optimal packet-oriented JPWL compliant scheme. 

The interest of interleaving is shown in table 1 in the sense that the PSNR and the successful 

decoding rate increase with the interleaving degree I . The results in table 1 are valid for a 

Gilbert channel with a specific error correlation factor and are no longer the same when this 

factor changes. For the considered channel, we observe that for 8I ≤ , interleaving has no 

noticeable impact because the interleaving degree I is smaller than the average error burst 

length. In fact, we show in (Agueh et al, 2008) that the upper bound of the mean error burst 

length is max 10BL =  bytes. Hence, in order to be efficient, the interleaving degree should be 

higher than 10 bytes. When I  is increased to 16 or more, we notice an improvement of both 

the PSNR and the successful decoding rate. However, we observe that higher values of I  
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(128) yield only slight improvement in terms of PSNR while consuming considerable 

memory resources leading to the conclusion that reasonable interleaving degree (typically 

16I =  or 32I = ) is a good compromise. 
 

 

Fig. 9. Interleaving process 
  

Interleaving degree 
I 

PSNR ( dB ) 
Successful 

Decoding Rate 

I=1 24.1 77.5 

I=2 24.6 89.8 

I=4 25.2 92.1 

I=8 31.8 93.4 

I=16 38.7 94.5 

I=32 44.33 94.7 

I=64 44.38 94.9 

I=128 44.37 94.8 

Table 1. Interleaving degree and associated image PSNR 

Even if the empirical selection of interleaving degree is commonly accepted, it is worth 

noting that optimal dynamic selection of interleaving degree is still an interesting and open 

issue. Moreover, proposing new interleaving schemes which are able to take into account 

the specificity of JPEG 2000 codestreams is also an open issue. Fabrizio & Baruffa address 

this issue in (Fabrizio & Baruffa, 2005) by proposing a backward-compatible interleaving 

technique for robust JPEG 2000 wireless transmission. To the best of our knowledge, the 

virtual interleaving scheme proposed by Fabrizio & Baruffa is the only JPEG 2000 based 

backward compatible interleaving scheme available in the literature. Hence, original and 

new interleaving scheme are still needed to improve the robustness of JPEG 2000 

codestreams against transmission errors in wireless networks. 

Interleaved 

Codestream 

JPEG 2000 Codestream Interleaving Matrix 

NM ×  

P1-1 P1-2 … P1-N

P2-1 P2-2 … P2-N

P3-1 P3-2 … P4-N

…

Px-1 Px-2 … Px-N

PM- PM- PM-N

Data reading process

P1-1 P1-2 P1-N

P2-1 P2-2 P2-N

P3-1 P3-2 P4-N

PM-1 PM- PM-

Data interleaved to degree I=M 

…
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4.2 Scalable JPEG 2000 transmission  

Many problems are still to be addressed in the framework of JPEG 2000 codestreams 
transmission over wireless networks. Image scalability based on dynamic available 
bandwidth estimation is one of those problems. In the literature, proposed image scalable 
systems have been implemented using a fixed available bandwidth in their considered 
scenarios (Li and Chang, 2009), (Devaux et al, 2007). This assumption is no longer true in 
wireless systems because they rely on radio waves whose characteristics depend on the 
transmission environment. Moreover, few of the proposed systems addressed 
simultaneously the bandwidth estimation problem and the issue of smoothness for JPEG 
2000 codestreams scalability. In (Mairal & Agueh, 2010), we addresses both issues by 
proposing a scalable and non aggressive wireless JPEG 2000 image and video transmission 
algorithm based on a dynamic bandwidth estimation tool.  
The main limitation of the scalable system proposed in (Mairal & Agueh, 2010) is that it 
handles only one wireless client (see section 4.2.a). However, this limitation could be 
overcome by generalizing the proposed algorithm to multiple wireless clients’ scenario. We 
propose in section 4.2.b, a framework for this generalization which opens the way for 
efficient wireless JPEG 2000 codestreams transmission in Next Generation Networks which 
are characterize by the cohabitation of multiples wireless devices having different standards 
requirements and different capacities.    

4.2.a Scalable JPEG 2000 transmission for single wireless client  

In the this section we present an adaptive bandwidth estimation tool and propose an 
additional scalability tool at the encoder, which dynamically and efficiently selects the best 
resolution and layer for each JPEG 2000 frame before transmission through the wireless 
channel. Hence, according to the estimated bandwidth, refinement layers could be added or 
removed from JPEG 2000 codestreams. When required, scale changes are gradual and 
smooth in order to guaranty a comfort in terms of visualization. We present in the following 
the processes, which are implemented at the encoder. 

Algorithm: 

Once connected, the server starts the WBest process in order to obtain the initial available 

bandwidth. WBest is the available bandwidth estimation tool implemented in the system. A 

detailed description of WBest is provided in (Li and Chang, 2009). At this step the goal is to 

send images and video with maximum detail (highest resolution and all refinement layers) 

matching with the estimated bandwidth. The original resolution and number of layers of the 

considered video is found using an indexer like the one available in OpenJpeg 

(www.openjpeg.org). In (Mairal & Agueh, 2010), the default number of resolutions is 6, the 

length and the width of the image must be a power of 2 (here 352x288), the number of layers 

is 3. Let l  be a layer of a JPEG 2000 image and l
rateSE  is corresponding source encoding rate. 

Let l
rate

n
k

fec =   be the inverse of the Reed-Solomon code RS(n,k) selected by the FEC  

rate allocation scheme to protect layer l against transmission errors. Let _frame length  be 

the amount of data needed to transmit layer l protected. We have: 

 _ l l
rate rateframe length H W SE fec= × × ×   (12) 

The proposed scheme is able to adapt to channel conditions thanks to the bandwidth 

estimation tool. Hence, when the channel experienced good conditions, our heuristic selects 
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the highest resolution with the highest quality (all the refinement layers are transmitted). If 

the channel experienced harsh conditions, image layers and resolution are decreased up to 

defined thresholds. We empirically set thresholds ( max / 2l ) and ( min
desiredresol ) as respectively 

the minimum layer downscaling allowed and the minimal resolution, which guaranties 

comfort in terms of image visualization. Contrarily, minl and minresol , respectively the base 

layer and the minimal resolution possible do not guaranty a visual comfort. Hence, when 

the channel experienced bad conditions, image layers are incrementally reduced while 

maintaining original resolution of the JPEG 2000 frame to highest level. However, is the 

corresponding frame length do not match the available bandwidth, image resolution 

downscaling is processed. It is worth noting that our fixed thresholds are valid for our 

scenarios and may change in different environments. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm____________________________________________________ 
1-Wait for client connection request 

2-Estimate available bandwidth ( avB ) using WBest tool every 10 frames 

3-Derive original images/video maximum number of layers ( maxl ) and maximum 

resolution ( maxresol ) from the indexer 
For each JPEG 2000 image: 

4-Initialize parameters current layer ( max_cur lay l= ) and current resolution 

( max_cur resol resol= ) 

5- Calculate the needed bandwidth  neededB    

6- If ( av neededB B≥ ) Send Image 
     Else 
    { 
      Step 1: Guaranty of comfort during visualization  

      While ( max_ / 2cur lay l>   and min_ desiredcur resol resol> ) 

       {   Estimate
_

1

_
cur lay

i i
needed rate rate

i

B cur resol SE fec
=

= × ×∑  

            Increase layer to remove (   _ _ _ _ 1lay to rem lay to rem= + ) and  
           Fixe resolution or fixe layer to remove and decrease resolution  
            ( _ _ 1cur resol cur resol= − ) until reaching ( av neededB B≥ ) 

       } 
        

      Step 2: Without guaranty of comfort during visualization  

      While ( _ 0cur lay >   and min_cur resol resol> ) 

       {   Estimate
_

1

_
cur lay

i i
needed rate rate

i

B cur resol SE fec
=

= × ×∑  

            Increase layer to remove (   _ _ _ _ 1lay to rem lay to rem= + ) and  
           Fixe resolution or fixe layer to remove and decrease resolution  

            ( _ _ 1cur resol cur resol= − ) until reaching ( av neededB B≥ ) 
 

       } 
    } 
7- Smooth scale changes in order to avoid sudden and temporal image      
    variation (average among 5 previous frames parameters) 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Once the resolution and the number of layers are chosen, the server sends the video 
streaming to the client.  
The available bandwidth estimation tool is launched every 10 frames but this frequency 
could be changed according to the application requirements.  
In our work, we evaluate the extra time yielded by different refreshment frequencies while 
transmitting speedway.mj2  video. We have:   

0.115( ) 75 refrt refr e−Δ = (seconds) 

Where Δt and refr are respectively the extra time and the number of transmitted frames 
between two consecutive bandwidth estimations. We derive from this study that a 
refreshment of 10 frames increases less than 20% the total transmission time while 
guaranteeing sufficiently accurate channel tracking.  
An interesting extension to this work could be to optimally adapt the frequency of the 
bandwidth estimation tool to the channel conditions. 
The efficiency of the proposed heuristic is demonstrated using a wireless client/server video 
streaming application. In the following section, we present the results derived from different 
video streaming scenarios. 
The video streaming scenarios considered in this work are derived from wireless 
transmission trials used in the literature for bandwidth estimation purpose. WBest is the 
available bandwidth estimation tool implemented in our system. 
The video sequence is speedway.mj2, which is a 352x288 motion JPEG2000 sequence 
constituted of 200 JPEG 2000 frames with six resolutions and three layers each.  

Scenario  

In the considered scenario, the wireless channel considered is derived from BART tool 
(Johnsson & Björkman, 2008), which estimates the available bandwidth in an end-to-end 
path where the bottleneck is a wireless hop. It uses the Probing Packet Pair Trains 
Dispersion Technique and improves the system using Kalman filters to measure and track 
the changes.   
In this scenario, we focus on the fast varying part of the estimated bandwidth. Moreover, we 
divide the bandwidth estimated by BART tool 0. by a parameter δ=2 in order to show that 
our scheme is efficient even when the wireless channel experienced harsh conditions. 

 

Fig. 10. Available bandwidth versus time – BART Tool scenario  

(1) 

 (2) 
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Scenario 

Image 
Length 

Image 
Width 

Layer of transmitted 
Images 

(1) 352 288 3 

(2) 352 288 2 

Table 2. Scalability parameters - BART Tool scenario  

In Figure 10, point (1) indicates that the estimated bandwidth is higher than the needed 
bandwidth, hence initial JPEG 2000 frames are transmitted. Point (2) shows that the 
estimated bandwidth is decreased and becomes insufficient to send original images. Hence, 
the algorithm maintains the resolution at the highest level (initial value) but one layer is 
removed from original frames as shown in Table 2. 
In this section, the performance of scalable JPEG 2000 transmission over wireless networks 
is outlined. In the following section we address the problem of JPEG 2000 codestreams 
scalability in a context of multiple wireless clients networking.   

4.2.b Scalable JPEG 2000 transmission for multiple wireless clients 

In order to address the issue of simultaneous service provisioning for multiple wireless 
receivers, a multithread server is implemented at the encoder.  

After detecting the value of _Max Client  the number of wireless receivers in a considered 

cell, the server waits for client’s connection requests. Once connected and identified, a 

receiver sends the maximal resolution of its viewer to the server so that the adequate size 

and image quality layers could be selected. Then, the available bandwidth estimation tool is 

launched to obtain an initial estimation of the downlink capacity. After the available 

bandwidth estimation, the algorithm presented in (Mairal & Agueh, 2010) selects the 

suitable size and number of layers of the images to be sent.  
In the following we present the processes, which are implemented at the encoder. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
Algorithm: 

1. While (number of connected clients ( _connected clients ) ≤ _Max Client ) 
 {  
2.         Server waits for a client to connect to his socket 
3.         Server starts a new thread to serve the new wireless client 

  Increment the number of connected clients ( _connected clients ); 
 } 
 

 4. Receive wireless client equipment resolution ( max_ _device resolution ) 
 5. While (transmitting JPEG 2000 images/video) 
 { 
  Every 10 frames 
                  { 
  Launch WBest and estimate available Bandwidth (

av
B ) 

  Select the suitable scalability parameters  
                   } 
 Send frames with selected parameters 

  Increment the number of transmitted frames ( _Sent frames ); 
 } 
__________________________________________________________________  
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The selected size is never bigger than the wireless device’s resolution. The clients connected 
to the server receive the highest images/video quality achievable for the estimated available 
bandwidth. The available bandwidth estimation tool is launched every 10 frames but this 
frequency could be changed according to the application requirements. As recommended in 
(Mairal & Agueh, 2010), we fix this frequency to 10 frames. The result is a smooth and 
robust video sequence for each receiver. It is worth noting that the original JPEG 2000 
codestreams is copied and stored at the encoder so that new JPEG 2000 codestreams are 
generated for each client according to the parameters selected by the proposed scalability 
algorithm. An interesting extension to this work is to implement a real time system which is 
able to handle real time multiple JPEG 2000 source coding.  

Scenario  

The video streaming scenarios considered in this work are derived from wireless 
transmission trials used in the literature for bandwidth estimation purpose. WBest is the 
available bandwidth estimation tool implemented in our system. 
 The video sequence is speedway.mj2 (Speedway, 2005) which is a 352x288 motion 
JPEG2000 sequence constituted of 200 JPEG 2000 frames with six resolutions and three 
layers each.  
In the considered scenario (figure 11), an IEEE 802.11 based wireless network with two 
receivers and one sender connected to an access point is used to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed system.  

 

Fig. 11. Single server / multiple wireless clients’ transmission scenario  

In Table 3, we present the results of the considered scenario where speedway.mj2 is 
transmitted to multiple wireless clients. The estimated available bandwidths along with the 
characteristics of the selected stream for each client are presented. In the first case, the client 
receives a video composed of JPEG 2000 frames with all layers and which size is 176x144.  
In this scenario, the size of transmitted video sequence is decreased in comparison to the 
original JPEG 2000 codestreams because the estimated available bandwidth is not higher 
enough to allow full original video transmission. The proposed algorithm helps preserving 
the details by guarantying a comfort of visualization. As we recommend in (Mairal & 
Agueh, 2010), when more than half of the original layers have to be removed to fit 
bandwidth requirements, images quality layers is maintained while their size is decreased. 
Hence, for the first receiver, instead of transmitting JPEG 2000 images with 352x176 sizes 
with only the base layer, the server transmits images with all the layers after decreasing the 
resolution. It is worth noting that in the considered scenario, maintaining the same size as 
user equipment settings is not mandatory.  
For the second receiver (see Table 3), the video transmitted is a sequence of JPEG 2000 
frames with the all the layers, but with a decreased resolution of 88x72.  
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The third column of Table 3, indicates the channel occupation during the transmission. We 
can observe that the available bandwidth is never exceeded.  
 

Frames Parameters Receiver 1 Receiver 2 Total 

Estimated 
Available BW 

744 kbits 704 kbits 1448 kbits 

Amount of data 
sent 

405504 bits 101376 bits 506880 bits 

Number of 
layers 

3 3 -- 

0 to 40 

Resolution 176x144 88x72 -- 

Estimated 
Available BW 
 

704 kbits 704 kbits 1408 kbits 

Amount of data 
sent 

405504 bits 101376 bits 506880 bits 

Number of 
layers 

3 3 -- 

40 to 199 

Resolution 176x144 88x72 -- 

Table 3. Available bandwidth and data sent for both receivers  

Thanks to wireless clients/server applications, we demonstrate the efficiency of the 
proposed scalable system. Even if the performance of the proposed system still to be 
evaluated in harsh wireless environments, the proposed scalable system could be viewed as 
a valid step toward guaranteeing Quality of Service (QoS) for JPEG 2000 based multimedia 
transmission in heterogeneous Next Generation Wireless networks.  
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